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Abstract

This note is a summary of several recent works (by the author and collabora-
tors) that study the Conway Alexander link invariant in the light of quantum groups
and topological quantum field theories. Their purpose is to understand connections
between "modern" knot theory and more classical topological concepts.

1 Introduction
The recent developments (see for instance [1, 2, 3,4] and references therein) in math-
ematics and mathematical physics define what one may call the "modern" theory
of topological invariants, a typical example of which is the Jones polynomial. The
relevant concepts involved in this theory are summarized in the following picture:

^fi0j^ Chern Simons Model on g

Braid Group Representation or State Model on Uq(g)

^ > A Wess Zumino Witten Model on G

One way of getting a link invariant is to start with a Lie algebra g and a representation
per component. One can then consider the link as the closure of some braid, use the
quantum group Uq(g) [5] to represent this braid as a product of R matrices, and
compute the "Markov" trace of this product [3]. An alternative and very similar
technique [6] is to project the link on the plane and to compute the partition function
of a statistical mechanics model ("state model") on the corresponding link diagram,
weights of which are again given by Uq(g) R matrices.

The second way [4] is to consider the link components as Wilson loops and to
compute the expectation values in the Chern Simons model on g. The variable q
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of the above quantum group is related to the level k in some simple way (e.g. q —
exp(iir/k+n) for g = 'l(n)), and this quantum field theory approach works in principle
for k integer only.

Using either of these two ways provides an invariant PmZ [q,q~1]. If for instance
we deal with a/(n) and all components carry the fundamental representation, P has
also an axiomatic definition that involves a skein relation

A i\
As is obvious from these scketchy indications, modern theory of link invariants does
not directly rely on topology.

The "classical" theory of link invariants on the contrary is merely based on the
fundamental group of the link complement and its related Conway Alexander poly-
nomial [7]. Let us briefly recall how this goes. Consider a link projected on the
plane along some direction. Associate with each arc a generator of the II] of the link
complement; the defining relations are then given as indicated in this figure

This group is by itself an invariant. The Alexander polynomial is a less complete
invariant deduced from it as follows. One introduces first a formal derivation satisfying
the rule

with the condition da/db = 1 if a — b, 0 otherwise. If the H( of the link complement
has n relations and m generators one builds the n x m matrix of the derivatives of
the relations with respects to the generators, replaces each power a* of a generator
by ç* where q is some variable, and computes any of the (n — 1) minors of the matrix
so obtained. This gives a well defined result up to a normalization factor of ±qk, the
Alexander polynomial of the link. When the normalization itself is fully controlled
one gets the Conway Alexander polynomial A [8]. It can alternatively be defined
based on the skein relation

A v "A v =zAv =zAn >



an important consequence of which is that A vanishes for split links.
Now A does not appear in the list of invariants obtained by using Lie algebras

in either the quantum group or Chern Simons approaches, and it had in fact been
believed until recently to be a "classical" invariant, while the Jones invariant for
instance would be a "quantum" one. The questions to consider to settle this matter
are, among others:

(i)does A have a description in terms of quantum groups and quantum field the-
ories?

(ii)if yes, does this provide some relations between topology and quantum groups?
These aspects have been covered in several papers [9, 10, 11, 12] of which we

review some results here.
Let us start by giving some hints of the right direction. Obviously the skein

relation (3) is obtained by taking the n goes to zero limit of the sl(n) one (1). This
is not very useful as far as practical computations are concerned. To use this limit we
would need to compute P for any n via braid group representations whose dimension
depends on n, and analytically continue to n = 0. In the Chern Simons point of
view things are even worse because for instance the conformai weight attached to
the fundamental representation is h = "n~* and diverges as n goes to zero. A
useful trick in 3uch situations is to replace the limit by the introduction of fermions
(see for instance [13]). A "n=0" can effectively be reproduced by. having bosons
and fermions degrees of freedom that combine their statistics effects. A first idea is
thus to deal with graded Lie algebras. Second the fundamental group approach
to A (for instance) involves a determinant while the quantum group approach uses
Markov traces. Although these two operations look different they can be related by
the following simple identity

det(X - / ) = (-)nStrX (4)

where X is any nxn matr . id Y is the action of X on the exterior algebra (X is
2" x 2"). Here is an example;.
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This suggests that not only has one to introduce fermions but also that they should
be free fermions[14].



2 Aspects Of The Quantum Group Point of View
Let us start with the simplest superalgebra that contains as many bosons as fermions
in its defining representation, Uqgl(l,l)

ii>2 = 0

= o

[E,*] = 0 (6)

It is of course not a simple algebra, and one could factor out two u(l)'s. All irreducible
representations have dimension one or two. In the latter called pen the generators are

iP / (e)o « \ « ( n - 1 0 \ ( + ( 0 0 \ , / 0 l \ , , ,

The two coproducts read

S = erS (8)

They are connected by a very simple universal H matrix

f\, — i 1 "[" IQ — Q I Q tP ® VJ r Q v*'i

We can evaluate Tl in the tensor product pClUl tg>pe,n, to get a 4 x 4 matrix with two
parameters

' 1 0 0 0 \

S ' ',C T S <»>
\ 0 0 0 - ç - e ' - e ' /

satisfying the coloured Yang Baxter equation (see for instance [15])

Remarks:
(i)The above equation must not be considered as a Yang Baxter equation with

spectral parameter, although the functional dependence on e labels is similar. The
label e is like a spin label, and it is only due to the miraculous simplicity of ^/(1,1)
representation theory (2 ® 2 = 2 © 2) that the size of the R matrix does not depend
on e.



(ii)One has

^-,C V)
therefore the R matrix indeed is a free fermions operator.

The quantum group Uqgl(l,l) has been introduced simultaneously by several
authors [9, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20]. We give here the results of [9] in the form of a table
of connections:

Fundamental group of a link complement

(Crystal and its linear representation)

Burau matrix

(Exterior algebra)

Free fermionsrA'A' chain or U,gl(l,l)

(Grassmann integration)

State model and new determinant formulation

One important result is to have established the path between fundamental group of
the link complement and a R matrix. It is also interesting that the link diagram
appears in the end as a kind of Feynman diagram where arcs represent propagators,
crossings four fermions couplings, and

= J (13)

Besides the understanding of the above connections one obtains a set of new results
such as

Several variables invariant in thickened surfaces

Solution of the edge normalization problem

A as a q-Laplacian

It must also be noticed that the Markov trace that becomes the supertrace vanishes
identically in that case. One therefore has to consider tangles i.e. in physical terms
suppress the zero mode.

A can be described by a set of axioms, even in the multivariable case, using the
recent work of Murakami [15]. This involves 8 generalized skein relations some of
which we give here (t = q~e)

Ci



(14)

(15)

same with orientation of one strand reversed (16)

two relations that involve three strands (17)

C-fc,) O

L'

A vanishes for a split link (20)

Remarks:
(i)The invariant of a single loop cannot be set equal to one. In particular it

becomes infinite when the e number of the representation it carries goes to zero.
(ii)One has the following

* a^c- . v
A = («, - I?)1"2 (21)

Notice that this depends only on the representation carried by the component C\.



3 Aspects of the GL(1,1) WZW model
Based on the algebra we defined above, the standard affinization caa be carried out
[21, 22, 23, 24]. We call Jx the current corresponding to the generator X. Owing to
StrEN = - 1 , Stri/s+ip = - 1 one gets in particular the relations

[Jm > Jn J = fcra^m+n.O (22)

{j*\j*} = J*+n + km8m+n,o (23)

Str is non degenerate although #/(1,1) is not simple. There are two Casimirs, and
hence two a priori possible expressions for the Sugawar stress energy tensor

C1 = iJEJN + JNJE + J*JV+ - J** J** (24)
C2 =ZJEJEl (25)

Conformai invariance constraint however fixes a unique combination of the two to be
the stress energy tensor

1 - Tk {''+ Ie') <26>
Remarks: -
(i)The analog of cv vanishes
(ii)This is replaced by 1/k2 quantum corrections
(iii)One should not factorize out the ^(l)'s to get a meaningful WZW theory
The conformai weights read

*—<*•-»5 + £ <2 7>
the central charge is

c = 0 _ (28)

the theory is obviously not unitary. Moreover ft is not quantized.
Remark:
There exists & free field representation of the ̂ /(1,1) current algebra. It has the

property that in the corresponding Fock space there is a BRS operator and another
field of weight 2 such that {Q, L'} = L. Hence the CFT associated with the Alexander
polynomial has itself a topological sector [25, 26, 27]. WZW models on appropriate
supergroups seem actually a good way of generating many topological conformai
theories: one can consider for instance OSP(2n,2n) or SL(n + l,n).

An important property of gl{l, 1) is that some tensor products are not fully re-
ducible. The best example is (arrows represent action of the generators)

P,n<8p-r_A-n= * (29)



In say al(n) case the product of the fundamental and its conjugate decomposes
onto the identity and the adjoint, two representations that carry different confor-
mai weights. The indecomposability of the above product has somehow the same
effect as if these two conformai weights became identical: it generates logarithms in
the conformai blocks. Correlators can however be built, like

G = (30)

(31)

An important point is that there are two conformai blocks, and that in the basis
where F\ — Fz has no logarithm at infinity, then

G oc FxFx - FiFi (32)

This defines the braiding invariant scalar product of conformai blocks.
Finally we mention that, as expected, braiding in the GL(1,1) WZW model re-

produces the R matrices of Uqgl(\, 1) in the spin basis. A noticeable fact is that the
configuration space is then a torus.

(33)

4 Aspects of gl(l, 1) Chern Simons theory
Reproducing the steps of [4] in the gl(l, 1) case solves immediately the problems we
met earlier by trying to get the Alexander invariant as a n goes to zero limit. Consider
for instance the skein relation (3). Formally, in sl(n) one has

2 i t
n — i l

2n(n + k) 2nk

n7 + ra - 2 2
nk

n2-n-2
n(n + k) nk n(n + k)

each of which diverges as n goes to zero, although

8hfi - HE1 - hf^ —> 0

2
—Lnk

(34)

(35)



In <;/(l, i) one has f̂n
2 = P2C,2n-i ® p'lctn (where ' means boson fermions conventions

are exchanged inside the two dimensional representation) and therefore

hR = (2n - 1 ) ^ + ^ ; hE, = (in - Zf- -~-, = (4n - I)J + ̂  (36)

realizing
8hR - hEl -HE1=O (37)

It is also interesting to recover the result (20) that A vanishes for split links. Consider
two links L and L' and compute their invariant by cutting the three sphere as indicated
and making products of corresponding conformai blocks

(38)

Because there is no logarithm at infinity (due to the splitting), the states must be
proportional to T\ — J^ Recalling the form of the four point function that defines

the conformai blocks metric I n we get

A = I - I = (39)

The relations (18,19) are the most interesting, and also slightly difficult to derive
since the number of Wilson loops is not conserved, and in the general case they do
not follow Jron skein relation (14). Here is how they can be obtained. We compute
first

Ô as (40)

by usual factorization. Now the corresponding four point function can be computed
in the WZW model and gives, after performing the appropriate scalar product of
conformai blocks

Z = AA(L) \m ~ ^EMI - aE-- e) _ r(«E) -
"{ ' [r(l - oE.)r(l - aE - e) V{aE)T{aE. + e) J

(41)



where A is an unknown (independent of en numbers) normalization, aE =
-e'/k,e = -e/fc. If we now let e go to zero we get from (41)

Z = -ACsimr(aE + sinnc

Therefore the factorization equation (40) leads to

A
A= —

and

2iA

ainne/k t —1~

XA[L)

-e/k,aE< =

(42)

(43)

(44)

(45)

(46)

(47)

where A is an unknown (but independent of any of the used variables) normalization
constant.

Remarks:
(i)Because of the boson fermion symmetry the Wilson loop expectation values

actually vanish identically in the #/(1,1) theory. To get a non trivial invariant one
has to open a strand ie to consider tangles as above. It is easy to check that this
procedure still produces a gauge invariant quantity.

(ii)One can formally get rid of this problem by forgetting group indices as we in
fact did above. In that case however the factorization rule

sintre/k

= 2i\A(L)

After the usual corrections for framing one finds the right invariant

e,(phase factors) z =

''O

Z[S3)
(48)



implies, since A vanishes for split links, that

Z(S 3 )= *O (49)

This is compatible with the above remark that the invariant of a single loop diverges
as the e number of the representation it carries goes to zero. Good three manifolds
invariants require a loop inside.

(iii)All 6j symbols are known for Uqgl(l, 1).
(iiii)The formal computations presented here and in [12] are not enough to give

sense to the gl(l,l) Chern Simons theory. Ambiguities concerning the structure of
the Hilbert space remain.

5 Conclusions
A is in fact very easy to get in the quantum group formalism as soon as one allows
consideration of super Lie algebras. This provides one of the first paths between
topology and R matrices, which deserves further exploration.

Surprisingly A is more difficult to get via quantum field theory. This is however an
important problem, since we can now consider relations between topology and Chern
Simons integrals. For instance it is well known how A can be obtained via spanning
surfaces. Can the corresponding formula be derived from a Wilson loop expectation
value and a non abelian Stokes theorem? Can it then be generalized to the Jones
invariant?

Finally the quantum field theory or the related 6j symbols should provide new
three manifold invariants, with maybe a more transparent topological meaning.

Besides knot theory, WZW models on super groups are obviously related to topo-
logical theories. One may also try to apply them to replace n goes to zero limit in
two dimensional condensed matter systems like polymers [28].
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